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Summary of Conference Findings on Peace

and Reconstruction

Wilmington, Ohio. August SI—September 4, 1942

A group of more than eighty Friends, widely representative of dif-

ferent parts of the United States and with varying viewpoints, met at

Wilmington, Ohio, August 31 to September 4, 1942, to consider their

relation to some of the complicated tasks of post-war reconstruction

and relief. This report was adopted in substance by the conference and

represents their conclusions after obviously a very brief time for consid-

eration of such tremendously complex questions. It is being issued as a

basis for further study and discussion and revision and as a contribution

to the task of building an informed public opinion on our responsibility

as world citizens. The conference speaks for itself and this report is

addressed primarily to the Society of Friends.

An enduring order will come only if the patterns and institutions of

human life are founded upon eternal truth as revealed through the

inward working of God in man. Successful reconstruction will depend

on the degree to which it approximates the principles and spirit of Christ.

Our planning and action must be guided by compelling love and for-

giveness for all men, and be rooted in profound awareness of and repent-

ance for our own deep sinfulness and in knowledge of our universal

compassionate Father.

We believe that the “beloved community” can be established only on

a basis of voluntary cooperation. Hence, our reliance is not upon the

power which dominates and coerces man but on spiritual forces—^the

irresistible power of goodness, the redemptive power of suffering and

sacrificial living. For us the way of life must be not the sword, but

the cross.

The obligation to respect human beings as in some measure divine

makes it impossible for those of us who feel it to do to others the

things that war involves. But, on the other hand, it makes possible

reconciliation instead of revenge; and it raises human conflicts from the

level of combat, with victory and defeat, to the level of problem. There

is neither victory nor defeat to a problem. There is a solution.

This war with its unspeakable tragedy of suffering, hatred, fear and

revenge should cease. We urgently ask Friends to do all in their power
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through education and consultation among our members and with

others, to work for a right and early ending of hostilities.

Starvation as an instrument of policy is a particularly cruel weapon.

It is politically unwise and morally indefensible.

This conference is opposed to governmental conscription of the lives

and services of men and women.

It is our particular concern that a spirit of mutual forgiveness, recon-

ciliation and world-mindedness should prevail in the post-war emergency

period. The possibility of achieving an adequate peace will depend

largely on whether policies of immediate relief, resettlement, physical

reconstruction and maintenance of order are such as to enable the pas-

sions of war to subside and common sense and goodwill and cooperative

processes to prevail.

The peace settlement should be an agreed, not an imposed, settle-

ment. It should be constructed to meet the basic needs of all men, pro-

vide for the beginnings of world organization, and be subject to revision

and change. Instruments for the coercion of nations should be avoided,

since world peace must be built upon justice, tolerance, mutual aid and

the practice of brotherhood.

Experience shows that peace requires recognition of the basic unity

of the world, and world organization to implement it. In an interdepen-

dent society, government in some form is imperative and must be insti-

tuted through the deliberate efforts of men. Because of the complexity

of relationships among nations and peoples, the development of govern-

ment will probably include functional, regional, and universal organ-

ization. But without universal organization, it will be difScult, it not

impossible, to achieve disarmament, security and prosperity—freedom

from fear and want.

Some Friends advocate immediate steps toward a federated world

government of limited and delegated powers, deriving its authority from

the consent of the people. Others believe that provision for organized

cooperation among the nations is the important next step.

To achieve permanent peace, the United States with other nations

must accept specific limitations of national sovereignty by assuming cer-

tain obligations, among which are the following: to submit all disputes
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to appropriate agencies and to accept the decisions; to share in the limi-

tation, supervision and reduction of armaments; to share in changing

arrangements that are inequitable or may threaten the peace; to deter-

mine under international agreement financial and economic policies; to

share in maintaining cultural, financial, economic and political institu-

tions necessary for these purposes.

We recommend the immediate establishment of an international

emergency authority, representative of the nations and peoples con-

cerned, to prepare now for adequate international action when the war

stops on such questions as famine and pestilence, demobilization and

re-employment, and the maintenance of order.

A system of international security through adequate institutions of

world organization, stressing justice and peaceful change and the aban-

donment of the use of force, should facilitate the reduction of arma-

ments, both in letter and spirit, toward the goal of universal disarmament.

The elimination of military force and coercion is one of the most

complicated, challenging and difficult tasks in the organization of peace.

Friends, when making political proposals on their own initiative, should

include only the elements of cooperation and the implementation of

goodwill, not the element of armed coercion. With regard to institutions

or plans which do not express fully their pacifist belief. Friends should

cooperate in the functioning of those arrangements which do not involve

coercion while urging steps toward the elimination of coercion as a part

of the system.

Among steps which can be taken to reduce the use of military force

are the following; to see that the processes of justice and peaceful change

are as adequate as possible, and are really used, and that the decisions

arc accepted; to raise the ethics of public opinion to support international

law and the ethics of law to be worthy of support; to seek the solution

of disputes in their early stage before they break down into violence.

An adequate economic order should include the following basic

objectives; full employment, economic progress, just distribution, wider

opportunity and conservation. The fulfillment of these objectives neces-

sitates a shift in emphasis from production solely for pecuniary gain to

production for consumption as the goal of the economic process.

To achieve full employment for everyone and the complete utiliza-

tion of our productive resources as quickly as possible, the domestic
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economy should recognize three types of productive organization: col-

lective or public production for social needs, such as adequate housing

and medical care for families of low income, the expansion of educational

opportunities for all, the development of public highways, soil conserva-

tion; commercial or private production; voluntary group or cooperative

production. Industrial democracy should be extended by providing for

participation of organized labor with management in the development

of policies. A tax program designed to finance the many-sided functions

of government should be so formulated as to levy taxes on income in

accordance with ability to pay. Minimum wages as established by law

should be designed to provide workers with the basic requirements for

decent living, in return for honest productive effort. The Social Security

program should be extended to include all workers as far as practicable.

Abundant production of agricultural products will be necessary to meet

the needs of a suffering world, and agricultural producers should receive

their just and proportionate share of the national income. Continued

scientific inquiry should be encouraged by all possible means.

If we would aid in building a free and generous world on sound

economic foundations we must seek to share the benefits of our bounty

with our fellowmen throughout the world.

The spirit in which the short run problems of relief are undertaken

will set the tone for the whole next generation. Relief and reconstruction

should not be discriminatory and retributive. Material aid should be

organized on a cooperative basis rather than upon methods which cul-

tivate continued dependence upon government aid or private charity.

A first step in long run world economic organization must be the

progressive removal of the restrictions on international trade. Among
necessary international organizations to be established by mutual consent

and with appropriate representation of the people of all member nations,

we believe the following to be of primary importance: an international

monetary organization which would be charged with devising and con-

trolling a monetary standard acceptable to all countries as an interna-

tional measure of value; an international banking organization to guide

and direct international capital movements; an international transport

organization; the continuance of the International Labor Office to im-

prove labor standards throughout the world; an international body to

study and make recommendations concerning population and migration

problems; various voluntary economic associations, such as the interna-

tional cooperative association to promote international exchange of goods

and services.
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Over vast areas of the world civilians pay the price of war in cold

and hunger and loneliness of spirit. While the war rages the relief which

can be brought to distressed peoples is totally inadequate. As Christians

we can not condone the fact that governments use food as a political

weapon. We must continue to find ways to extend help in these tragic

war years. War has filled men’s souls with bitterness, hate, and fear.

Society can never be better than the people in it. Therefore, restoration

of hope, love, and trust must be the chief aim of relief and reconstruction.

In the United States migrant workers, share croppers, war workers,

war prisoners, and men demobilized from military service will all need

to be reintegrated into the normal life of society.

The need for relief after the war will be so vast that public funds

and concerted governmental action must help meet it. This should pro-

vide an opportunity for international administration. Assistance should

be given to nations and individuals solely on the basis of need and with

a recognition of the importance of passing as prompdy as possible from

emergency relief to that period in which individuals and nations are

enabled to help themselves.

Millions of refugees and migrant peoples constitute one of the most

serious problems of the post-war world. Forced migration is made neces-

sary mainly by economic distress and intolerance. With the solution of

these problems, mass migrations will be unnecessary. In the meantime,

inter-governmental action is essential to provide sanctuary for the op-

pressed, to aid in migration to the New World, and to give assistance to

those for whom resettlement is not possible. In this our government

should take a leading part.

Private agencies, such as the American Friends Service Committee,

can frequendy undertake tasks which official agencies find it difiBcult to

initiate. A private agency with religious motivation may be in a position

to provide able personnel for its own program and for ofiScial services.

It is this provision and training of dedicated personnel which is the dis-

tinctive contribution of the private committee to international relief. The

giver of relief, as well as the receiver, is the victim of a situation which

ought not to be.

There will be many tasks that need doing outside the range of inter-

national relief by governments—^brave experiments to enlist the pioneer-

ing talents of the imaginative—but most opportunities for service for

young Friends will still lie within the domestic sphere.
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Britain’s failure to satisfy India’s demand for freedom, the loss of

colonial empires in the Pacific, the inferior status of China and her

people in the councils of the United Nations, all are current manifesta-

tions of problems rooted deep in traditional patterns of power, selfishness

and coercion. The degree to which justice is given now may well deter-

mine the possibility for obtaining a durable peace for all peoples of

the world.

The forced mass evacuation of more than 100,000 Japanese from the

West Coast creates a special responsibility to help preserve the ideal of

political and religious freedom in our country. The fault rests upxjn us

as a people who have permitted prejudice, fear and hatred to flower into

intolerance and violence. If one minority of our citizens, without trial

and without proven guilt, can be forcibly moved under pressure, any

minority runs the danger of losing its democratic rights. This com-

pulsory mass evacuation adds one more tragic chapter to the sad history

of racial discrimination and intolerance, of anti-alien land laws, of dis-

criminatory exclusion acts, to the prejudices and misunderstandings of

economic exploitation, all of which had some part to play in the plunge

of the Japanese military into war against the United States.

In the United States Negroes have been discriminated against con-

tinuously both by law and by custom. Anti-Semitism has been on the

increase. One of the saddest pages in American history is the treatment

of the American Indian.

It is abundantly clear that Friends should be zealous in removing

discrimination and prejudice within our own meetings, schools, busi-

nesses and other organizations. It is our belief that in a Christian society

there is no place for prejudice or discrimination because of race or other

minority status. To that end we recommend working with all minority

groups for the fullest realization of civil liberties, for the enlargement of

opportunities for education and employment, for the betterment of con-

ditions under which we all must live.

The peace treaty and whatever international agency shall then come

into being should adopt a declaration of racial equality, guaranteeing

equal and just treatment in every respect. Adequate guarantees should

be given by each of the participating nations that just and equitable

treatment will be accorded the members of all minority and racial groups

within their borders. Minorities, as well as majorities, have an obligation

to create a dynamic and healthy society.
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Regarding dependent peoples and strategic areas, the welfare of

native peoples should be the paramount interest of the international

community, whose first concern must be to bring these peoples to a self-

governing status within the family of nations. The trade and resources

of these areas should be developed under the principle of equality of

opportunity without discrimination. Strategic areas, such as the Suez

and Panama Canal Zones, Singapore and Gibraltar, should be per-

manently demilitarized and placed under international control.

As Edgar B. Casde said recently, “The details of political and eco-

nomic planning must remain largely in the hands of those ‘in the trade’

but it is the duty of the community of people who call themselves

Christians to declare what the Christian gospel requires from the plan-

ners and to demand without fear and with unwearying persistence that

men shall not be treated as instruments but as ends.”

[End of unofficial summary^
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Spiritual Bases of a Durable Peace

An enduring order in which peace prevails will come only if the

patterns and institutions of human life are founded upon eternal truth

as revealed through the inward working of God in men. Every man has

the capacity to apprehend and conform to this eternal truth by reason

of his potentially divine nature.

Successful reconstruction, we believe, will depend on whether the

principles on which it is based approximate the principles of Christ, and

the spirit in which it is conceived approaches the spirit of Christ. Our

planning and action must be guided by compelling love and forgiveness

for all men, and be rooted in profound awareness of and repentance for

our own deep sinfulness and in knowledge of our universal compas-

sionate Father.

Our Basic Faith

An effective will to peace and understanding of the eternal truth

which alone can create enduring peace, stem from experience of the love

of God who has shared His nature with His created human family.

Through Jesus, the Christ of history, we learn what God is like and

what He would have men become. The historic Christ is also the present

indwelling Christ, the light of God within us, “that of God” in man.

God erects His temple in the human heart and dwells therein as we open

our hearts to receive Him. 1 his sense of immediate communion between

the individual soul and God is central to the Christian life as experienced

by Friends.

Since all men are potential temples of the Divine, all are sacred.

Men everywhere are God’s children, the objects of His anxious, loving

concern, and of immeasurable worth in His sight. Hence, all that

develops, strengthens, and builds up persons is good. Everything in life

that tears down or destroys personality is evil.

The revelation of God in Christ sets a high standard for man from

which he falls far short. He is often self-centered, indifferent, brutal.

This human evil finds its worst expression in our collective insensitive-

ness to man’s inhumanity to man. Yet God constandy seeks His own.

The religion of Christ is redemptive, laying upon men the responsibility

to work towards harmonious and creative relations with each other.
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Out of the poignant sense of inner, mystical fellowship between man

and God come rising tides of human sympathy, the sacrament of univer-

sal brotherhood. When we acknowledge God as our common Father, we

recognize the unity of all mankind. Each as a brother must seek to

understand, forgive, love and share with his fellowman.

We believe that the “beloved community” can be established only

on a basis of voluntary cooperation, never on a basis of coercion. Hence,

our reliance is not upon the power which dominates and coerces man

but on spiritual forces—the irresistible power of goodness, the redemp-

tive power of suffering. We must trust the divine element in all men

to accept our faith in them and to respond in kind. We willingly assume

the costs to ourselves involved. For us the way of life must be not the

sword, but the cross.

Fundamental Principles of Human Conduct

The assurance of peace, therefore, lies in a radical transformation of

the lives of men and nations through their acceptance of certain basic

principles of human conduct. Since life is of one piece, these principles

must apply to all areas of human relationships—spiritual, economic,

social, political.

Loyalty to God. Whenever an apparent conflict exists between

loyalty to family, state, class, race or other subdivisions of men, and

loyalty to God and all mankind, we must hold to the higher allegiance.

Total loyalty to God can overcome the lesser loyalties that divide us.

Mutual Responsibility. Each person should accept responsibility for

the welfare of all others. This principle should apply both to individuals

and to organized groups, and above all to nations. Businesses should be

concerned about the welfare of competitors and employees, unions for

the welfare of employers and unorganized labor, and nations for the

welfare of “foreigners.” Peace and cooperation are socially healthy; war,

violence and selfish competition are diseased conditions of the social

body. Both man and the world are created to cooperate with God.

Repentance. Repentance for sin, both personal and collective, and

a longing to make atonement, must underlie any constructive human
activity. Everyone is guilty of imperfectly following the leading of God.

We need to acknowledge our own lack of faith and the pitiful inade-

quacy of our lives to express the kindness, friendliness, cooperation and
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sacrificial love upon which alone can be erected the structure of adequate

human relationships. We have no authentic word of healing unless we

accept our responsibility for our share in the sin which war reveals, and

are partakers of the agony and suffering which it brings.

Love of God and Man. Responsibility and loyalty spring ultimately

from love; from a deep sense of unity with God and His family. As the

affections of men are moved by the knowledge of the love of God, their

conduct is voluntarily brought to conform to the known will of God.

This love must be the basis of all our relationships with our fellowmen.

Forgiveness. As one experiences the love of God, he will grow in

capacity to forgive the thoughdessness, bitterness, and cruelty he may

experience at the hands of others, no matter how greatly he may have

suffered.

Application to Personal Life

The peace, if it is to be formed on fundamental spiritual principles,

must be the work of people who believe in these in some effective way.

The imperative call is for persons, irrespective of religious affiliation who

will translate into sacrificial living, the pattern of goodness exemplified

in Christ.

We realize that serious acceptance of love as a way of life means

self-discipline. We know that only through strenuous physical, mental,

and spiritual self-discipline can we hope to follow Jesus even from afar

off and interpret a God of love to our fellowmen.

A real test of our complete discipleship to the way of love comes in

the home. Here the chance for friction and irritation, the close and

continuous contact with familiar individuals when we ourselves are

weary or below par, bring to us great opportunities for self-discipline and

the cleansing of our hearts and minds. The home also offers an invalu-

able training ground for cooperation and serenity of spirit, and rich

rewards in loving fellowship.

It is essential that Friends continue this training in self-discipline and

cooperation through their schools, camps, conferences, community activi-

ties, and meetings for business and worship. Unless Friends acquire
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careful training in the Bible, in Friends’ beliefs, in ethical living and in

religious insight we are bound to have a continual lowering of under-

standing and concern among our members.

Religious discipline looms large in Quaker history and is of major

importance in the present crisis. Much of it is a private matter which

finds expression in one’s own prayers, in reflective thought, in emotional

stability. Prayer is the highest expression of spiritual life. “There is a

way of ordering our mental life on more than one level at once. On one

level we may be thinking, discussing, seeing, calculating, meeting all the

demands of external affairs. But deep within, behind the scenes, at a

profounder level, we may also be in prayer and adoration, song, and

worship and a gentle receptiveness to divinebreathings.”**

The reality of religious disciple in one’s private life is tested by his

association with other people. To recognize the sacredness of personality

in others requires great poise and restraint. It calls for the fullest effort

to understand one another and banishes hot-tempered prejudice and

self-centered imputation of motives.

Particular Contribution of Friends

If the Society of Friends is to contribute significantly to the creation

of peace we must strengthen the vitality of our spiritual convictions and

boldly proclaim our faith in the power not ourselves that makes for

righteousness. In the larger community of the world we must assume

our share of the burden of the world’s suffering and let our loving fel-

lowship and unwavering faith encourage despairing hearts the world

over. “Present confusions challenge us as Friends to reassert with un-

swerving faith our ancient testimony against war, not merely as the

venerable tradition of our Society, but as the living witness of the way

of Jesus. Our Society needs a renewed conviction of the reality of brother-

hood; the world in which we live needs reassertion of that reality.”*

“The obligation to respect human beings as in some measure divine

makes it impossible for those of us who feel it, to do to others the things

that war involves. But, on the other hand, it makes possible reconcilia-

tion instead of revenge; and it raises human conflicts from the level of

• Thomas Kelly, Testament of Devotion.
* Epistle from Syracuse Monthly Meeting, New York.
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combat, with victory and defeat, to the level of problem. There is neither

victory nor defeat to a problem. There is a solution. Thus reconciling love

makes possible the mutual consideration and understanding which

are necessary for nations as well as individuals to live together

harmoniously.’”

Friends’ Meetings of discipline or business—^monthly, quarterly,

yearly—at their best may demonstrate on a small scale the pattern of

human relationships needed in the world community. Here divergent

opinions voluntarily expressed give all those present a broader under-

standing of the subject under consideration. Then, in a spirit of worship

a decision is evolved which is on a higher plane than that of any one

opinion. Thus, the group moves forward under a sense of unity and

each individual grows with the group. Decisions on far-reaching social

change usually do not come quickly but may take even years of patient

seeking before the group moves forward on a higher plane of thinking

and acting. Thus, spiritual patience is used to bring a sense of unity in

making a decision rather than the weight of the majority opinion.

The Growing Unity of the Church

We rejoice that members of the churches are earnestly laboring for

world peace and are striving to dissociate the church from war. Not yet,

however, is the aspiration of the Delaware Conference fully realized that

the Christian Church, a “spiritual entity, one and indivisible, which

as such is not and can not be broken by human conflicts. Therefore, the

church is in a unique position to heal the wounds of war and bind the

world together in a just and durable peace.”

We welcome the growing unity of purpose and spirit among the

various communions as an important factor in combating and neutral-

izing the historic tendency of the church toward nationalism, and we

encourage Friends to share in this movement.

Missions, too, have an opportunity to lift the program of the church

above nationalism and the tendency toward domination over other

national and racial groups. Western Christians have been led to higher

spiritual planes through the lives of Gandhi and Kagawa. Missions in

the future can become a powerful force for reconciliation through the

interchange of such spiritual leaders.

'Philadelphia Yearly Meetings, April, 1942.
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Attitude toward the Present War

We are gravely concerned because the acts and policies of war increas-

ingly jeopardize the chance for an enduring peace. We reaffirm that:

1. “This war with its unspeakable tragedy of suffering, hatred, fear

and revenge should cease. We urgently ask Friends to do all in their

power through education and consultation among our own members and

with others, to work for a right and early ending of hostilities.

2. “Starvation as an instrument of policy is a particularly cruel

weapon. It denies the fundamental principles of brotherhood. Its effects

contains the seeds of future wars. It is politically unwise and morally

indefensible. We cry out especially for the child victims of this evil and

urge upon all the governments concerned the need of immediate remedy.

3. “As a fundamental proposition this conference is opposed to gov-

ernmental conscription of the lives of men. We feel that such totalitarian-

ism is destructive of the human spirit and contrary to the principles of

true democracy. Practically, do we as Friends vigorously oppose con-

scription due to war, the great enemy of our Christian faith, destructive

alike of body and spirit. We further urge that Friends everywhere feel

their responsibility to help the government to continue to recognize the

right of conscience in any future development.”'

We are profoundly disturbed by proposals that all men and women
shall be made liable to conscription for labor. We regard compulsory

labor as a dangerous invasion of the inalienable rights of conscience and

the conscription of women as a fundamental threat to the welfare of

the American home.

Reconstruction

It is our particular concern that a spirit of mutual forgiveness, recon-

ciliation and world-mindedness should prevail in the post-war emergency

period. The possibility of achieving an adequate peace will depend

largely on whether policies of immediate relief, resettlement, physical

reconstruction and maintenance of order are such as to enable the pas-

sions of war to subside and common sense and goodwill and cooperative

processes to assert themselves.

® Findings o£ the All-American Friends Conference at Richmond, Indiana, April, 1942.
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1. In the interim following the cessation of hostilities, magnanimity

must be shown in all policies adopted toward enemy peoples.

2. Physical reconstruction and the relief of acute human suffering

must take place without delay and every effort must be made to secure

the cooperation and goodwill of the peoples involved. “If thine enemy

hunger, feed him.” These measures should be carried out under interna-

tional authority, representative of belligerent and neutral peoples alike.

The administration should be strictly impartial, endeavoring to meet

human need wherever it exists, with no thought of retribution or

vengeance.

3. This course of reconciliation and world-mindedness must also be

followed in maintaining order. The nations should relinquish at once

the idea of holding peoples in military or other subjection.

4. The resettlement of uprooted peoples should be handled with the

minimum of further dislocation and hardship and with the utmost con-

sideration for the welfare both of those who have been forced to leave

their homes and of the actual residents at the end of hostilities. This

should likewise be an international undertaking.

Peace Settlement:

The peace setdement following the war, if it is to express basic Chris-

tian principles, should be formulated along the following lines;

1. The peace setdement should be an agreed, not an imposed settle-

ment. It should be shaped in discussion, and should have the participa-

tion in and consent of all who are bound by it.

2. The peace setdement should be constructed to meet the basic

needs of all men, not merely of a victorious group. We must be more

concerned to share the abundance of the world’s resources than to pos-

sess them. As the development of communications has made the world

in fact one interrelated community, the peace which follows this war

can be stable only if it is universal in scope.

3. World-wide and interlocking needs of nations should be met by

international organizadon, representative of all the nations concerned,

and responsible directly to peoples as well as to governments.
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4. Each nation should be allowed to live under the form of govern-

ment which the people choose and to enjoy their own social order, having

regard to their responsibilities as members of a cooperative common-

wealth of nations.

5. When the institutions or practices of international life fail to

satisfy human needs, nations or other groups of people involved should

have recourse to procedures of conciliation and adjudication, whereby

these institutions and practices can be peacefully changed. Such pro-

cedures need to be developed and individuals concerned for peace must

share in developing and supporting them.

6. Hope for world peace rests on the goodwill of the peoples, won

by justice, tolerance, mutual aid, and the practice of brotherhood.

7. Even without formal world organization according to those

principles, it is essential for national governments, especially the govern-

ment of the United States, to regulate its conduct not only with its own,

but with world interests in mind. It is for the interests of humanity as a

whole that peacemakers should strive.

Toward the Political Organization of Peace

As already stated, we believe an effective will to peace grows out of

faith in a Universal God of Love who has shared His nature with His

created family. This faith leads to certain basic attitudes toward human

beings, among which are respect for others and concern for their welfare.

These attitudes are frequently called religious. Their nurture is the

chief function of the Society of Friends. They are necessary for any

harmonious community.

To make such respject and consideration fully effective, there must be

organized relationships among nations. These relationships are not per-

manent, they must change as conditions change. They must provide prac-

tical cooperation among men and women who hold sharply different

philosophies, and among nations whose histories and forms of p>olitical,

economic and social organization are quite unlike. Hence, the methods

and relationships of peace must be the results of mutual accommodation,

and subject to revision. »

Discussion now of the necessary conditions of enduring peace is very

important, as a contribution to the speedy and satisfactory ending of
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the war, and also to the discovery of the basis of genuine reconciliation,

and to the preparation of public opinion in the United States to accept

the obligations of lasting peace. Instead of proposing a detailed plan for

the organization of the peace of the world, this report seeks to state

among other things, the minimum limitations of sovereignty which this

country and its citizens must be prepared to accept if any plan is to be

effective.

Experience shows that peace requires recognition of the basic unity

of the world, and world organization to implement it. In an interdepen-

dent society, government in some form is imperative, and must be insti-

tuted through the deliberate efforts of men. Because of the complexity of

relations among nations and peoples, the organization of government will

probably develop in a variety of ways.

For instance, there is the way of functional organization, to deal with

specific problems. Some existing examples are the Universal Postal Union,

the International Ice Patrol, the International Red Cross, and the interna-

tional control of narcotic drugs. Another way is that of regional group-

ings of nations, always provided that such groupings are consistent with

the development of an harmonious world-wide organization. It is prob-

able that there will be simultaneous development along both functional

and regional lines. But without universal organization it will be dif-

ficult, if not impossible, to achieve disarmament, security, and prosperity

—freedom from fear and want.

World organization to be adequate should take fully into account the

experience of the past. Most significant and far-reaching have been the

League of Nations and its associated institutions—the International

Labour Organization (I. L. O.) and the Permanent Court of Interna-

tional Justice. Through almost a quarter of a century they have made

essential contributions to the peaceful cooperation of nations. The con-

tinuing work of the I. L. O. and the League on problems of economics,

labor conditions, agriculture, health, famine and disease, drug control

and nutrition is part of the foundations on which to build.

Some Friends advocate immediate steps toward a federated world

government of limited and delegated powers, deriving its authority from

the consent of the people. Others believe that provision for organized

cooperation among the nations is the important next step, and is a neces-

sary stage on the road to world government.
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To achieve permanent peace, it is clear that the United States with

other nations must accept specific limitations o£ national sovereignty by

assuming certain obligations, among which are the following:

1. To submit all disputes not settled by direct negotiation to appro-

priate agencies of peaceful settlement and to accept the decisions.

2. To share in the limitation, supervision, and reduction of arma-

ments with a view to eliminating the use of armed force.

3. To share in developing orderly methods of changing arrange-

ments that are inequitable or may threaten the peace.

4. To determine under international agreement financial and eco-

nomic policies (such as tariffs) and to share in maintaining the necessary

institutions for these purposes.

5. To share in maintaining international cultural agencies to promote

mutual understanding and intellectual and spiritual collaboration.

As a step toward international organization, we recommend the im-

mediate establishment of an international emergency authority, represen-

tative of the nations and peoples concerned, to prepare now for the

problems sure to become urgent as soon as the war stops. These prob-

lems include:

1. Famine and pestilence.

2. Demobilization and re-employment.

3. The maintenance of order in countries now under foreign mili-

tary rule.

4. The establishment of a provisional international secretariat with

which governments can co-operate in directing their own emergency

efforts along lines consistent with world organization and dynamic peace.

The establishment of a satisfactory political structure is only the

beginning. Such machinery will not run automatically. The efficiency

of such a structure depends upon wise care. In order to maintain stability

it may require periodic revision. It should be staffed by international

civil servants who are aware of their responsibilities. Since its strength
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depends, in great measure, upon the understanding, respect and support

of the citizens of different nations, adequate efforts should be made to

develop a sense of loyalty to the world community.

Disarmament

Rivalries in armaments have been an important factor in the break-

down of peace. Our goal is the development of a system of international

security through adequate institutions stressing justice and peaceful

change and the abandonment of the use of force. Such a system should

facilitate reduction of armaments, both in letter and spirit, toward the

goal of universal disarmament. For one or more nations to be deprived

of their arms while other nations retain the right to maintain or expand

their military establishments can only produce an uneasy truce for a

limited time. The international authority should have full right of super-

vision, investigation, and publicity regarding the manufacture, shipment,

and holding of arms.

The Question of Coercion

War, totalitarianism, and aggression on a world scale reveal in stark

brutality the wolf in man. If this violence is to be overcome by non-

violence, active constructive goodwill and justice adequate to the colos-

sal task before us must be put in motion. If methods of goodwill and

justice fail, the pacifist’s ultimate answer to violence is voluntary sacri-

fice and suffering taken u{x>n himself in the redemptive process of

changing men’s hearts and minds.

Pope Benedict XV, in his Letter to the Belligerent Nations in 1917,

urged that “the moral force of right be substituted for the material force

of arms.’’ The Atlantic Charter declared that “all of the nations of the

world, for realistic as well as spiritual reasons, must come to the aban-

donment of the use of force.’’

The elimination of military force and coercion is one of the most

complicated, challenging and difficult tasks in the organization of peace.

Until a world-wide political system is built up and supported by volun-

tary and enthusiastic cooperation, until confidence and trust are mutual

among peoples, the problem of force and coercion will haunt the efforts

of peace-makers.
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Friends and Coercion

Friends, with their religious faith in constructive goodwill and recon-

ciliation, face two questions in the political process. How will they

express their faith when making political plans or proposals? What sup-

port should they give to institutions or programs involving armed coer-

cion with a view to restraining violence?

It seems to us that Friends, when making political proposals, can

include only the elements of cooperation and the implementation of

goodwill, not the element of armed coercion. Such proposals should pro-

vide all the machinery necessary for negotiation, mediation, arbitration,

or other non-violent solutions of problems. Friends should seek to create

the will to make this machinery work for the aggregate good of all. If

this machinery breaks down and fails to produce an acceptable solution

of any problem, that problem remains temporarily unsolved, but always

to be re-examined in the same spirit. Such proposals should not provide

for armed coercion or threat of coercion as a solution of the problem, for

military force itself creates problems and may render cooperation and

adjustment more difficult.

In determining their attitudes toward an existing institution or plan

which does not fully express their pacifist belief, it seems to us that

Friends should cooperate by upholding to the full, and assisting in the

functioning of, those arrangements which do not involve the element of

coercion and do seek for the realization of cooperation. At the same time

they should continue to investigate and urge steps toward the abandon-

ment of force or coercion as a part of the plan or system.

Among the steps which can be taken now in an attempt to reduce

and eliminate the use of military force are the following:

1. Since armed coercion is used in those human relations not con-

trolled by better means, our first responsibility in seeking to eliminate

the use of arbitrary force is to see that the institutions and processes of

justice and peaceful change are as adequate as possible and are really

used, and that the decisions are accepted.

2. An effective system of international law is essential to the develop-

ment of international order. Laws may be oppressive, unjust or anti-

quated. Therefore, there is the double responsibility for raising the ethics

of public opinion to support law, and for raising the character and ethics
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of law to be worthy of general support. Laws and government should gain

acceptance by their value in protecting the rights of freedom of con-

science, worship, expression, association, petition, and education. The

realm in which force is not used to maintain domestic law has gradually

enlarged and the vast majority of people obey the law by reason of its

inherent nature, rather than by reason of fear of force. Therefore, the

task confronting the world is to evolve a system of international law

which can function as rules that are binding by virtue of their own merit

and inherent appeal.

3. It is important to work for the solution of difficulties in their

incipient stage before they break down into violence so that the number

and the intensity of disputes are minimized. It should be pointed out

that the experience of the League of Nations has shown that though

machinery is important and should be devised to fit varying circum-

stances, the achievement of peaceful change of the status quo is more

a matter of will than of machinery.

Economic Bases of a Durable Peace

We believe that the fundamental objective of economic organization

is to promote a framework in which all men can effectively fulfill the

purposes of God and their own highest potentialities as children of God.

An adequate economic order is essential to the creation of an enduring

peace. To be adequate it must be founded on a recognition of the com-

munity of need of all human beings of every race, creed, and nationality.

It must be framed in a cooperative spirit of mutual helpfulness and toler-

ance. It is, therefore, one of our major responsibilities to bring our eco-

nomic behavior into harmony with the divine moral law and to seek a

soundly functioning world economic order. Unfortunately, we have not

been faithful enough in the past in attempting to accomplish these

objectives, and we do confess our individual and collective sense of

responsibility and guilt that this should be so. The present world war

is in some degree the result of selfish national and commercial policies,

in which the United States has played an active part. In the words of

John Woolman, we should “look upon our treasures and the furniture of

our houses, and the garments in which we array ourselves, and try

whether the seeds of war have any nourishment in these our possessions

or not.”
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objectives of an Adequate Economic Order

We believe an adequate economic order should incorporate the fol-

lowing basic objectives:

1. Full Employment. Idleness, and especially unwilling idleness,

corrodes the human soul and wastes our precious human resources.

Unemployment such as the western world experienced in the last two

decades could not be tolerated in a society given over to the discovery

and expression of the Will of God.

2. Economic Progress. Economic progress consists in finding better

ways for doing the tasks laid upon us. Man should grow in knowledge

and in skill, and the highest skill and knowledge should be shared with

all mankind.

3. Just Distribution. The equitable sharing of income produced

and ownership of wealth should aim at the welfare of the whole human
family and at the same time afford every individual full opportunity for

self-development.

4. Wider Opportunity. Mankind is one family and no one indi-

vidual, group or nation can rightfully appropriate to itself benefits ob-

tained at the cost of another’s loss, either through the exercise of monop
oly power or through the wrongful exclusion of others from places

of opportunity.

5. Conservation. The earth is the heritage of all men and we are

stewards of its natural riches. Its bounties should not be exploited for

selfish gain but should be viewed as a trust to be employed wisely and

economically for the benefit of both present and future generations.

The fulfillment of these objectives necessitates a shift in emphasis

from production solely for pecuniary gain to production for consumption

as the goal of the economic process. The ever-wider diffusion of the

benefits of our productive economy among all men must be made the

basic objective of post-war reorganization.

In approaching the subject of economic reorganization, it should be

continually kept in mind that wars on the scale of the present conflict

and its predecessor of twenty-five years ago produce vast dislocations in

the economic life of the world which profoundly affect all programs of
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economic progress. Many of the maladjustments of the 1920’s which

culminated in the unparalleled depression of the 1930’s were direcdy

related to World War I and the economic consequences of the so-called

“peace” that followed. For these reasons a solution of the basic problem

of war is essential for the attainment of the foregoing economic

objectives.

Program for Post-War Internal Economic Reorganization

and Reconstruction

To achieve a sound domestic peace-time economy after the war,

based on the objectives previously stated, the following principles and

program are recommended:

1. Many of the war-time governmental controls over prices and

civilian consumption can not be abandoned immediately upon the close

of hostilities without inviting economic disaster. They should be re-

moved gradually as peace-time production is expanded to meet current

and postponed civilian demands at controlled prices. As peace-time pro-

duction increases and more and more labor is transferred from war-time

to peace-time industry, it will be possible to abolish rationing of various

consumers’ goods and permit an increasing degree of freedom to con-

sumers in disposing of their money incomes. (Throughout, in using

the word “production” we mean the creation of want satisfactions. For

example, it would include marketing, teaching and governmental

services.)

2. The satisfaction of consumers’ needs and desires must be made

the basic consideration in post-war economic organization. To achieve

full employment for everyone and the complete utilization of our pro-

ductive resources for peace-time production as quickly as possible, the

domestic economy should be organized to take cognizance of at least

three types of productive organization:

a. Collective or Public Production for Social Needs. Such col-

lective productive activity, carried on under governmental guidance and

direction to satisfy various social or collective needs of the people, would

mark an extension of direct governmental economic activity, but would

not necessarily represent any revolutionary change in our economic

organization. Included in a comprehensive program of public production

for social needs should be adequate housing and medical care for fam-



ilies of low income, the expansion of educational opp>ortunities for all,

the development of public highways, soil consers ation, and the like. Such

a program should also include the extension of public enterprise in the

field of essential utilities, where necessary to achieve adequate diffusion

of the benefits of these utilities among all consumers on an equitable

cost-price basis. We fully recognize that expanded public production

contains very real dangers of vesting in government increasing powers

over the lives and welfare of its people. We can minimize these dangers

only if each individual will assume his full responsibility as a citizen of

our democracy.

b. Commercial or Private Production. Such private enterprise

would be carried on in the customary manner, with proper govern-

mental safeguards. Here market demand, expressing the free choices of

individual consumers, would give direction to production, and private

enterprise, catering to this demand, would function on a competi-

tive basis.

c. Voluntary Group or Cooperative Production. In competition

with commercial production, cooperative production under the direct

control and guidance of various groups, either as producers or as con-

sumers, should be encouraged and developed. Even as in commercial

production, such cooperative activity would be guided by the individual

demands of consumers. This would tend to reverse the trend tow’ard

private monopoly and absentee ownership, substituting increased local

ownership and democratic control by citizens over their economic

welfare.

A mixed economy, such as described, based on the principles here

briefly suggested, would preserve the ideals of political democracy and

seek to extend them further into the field of economic activity. Both

commercial enterprise organized for the benefit of its owners, and vol-

untary cooperative enterprise, organized for the benefit of its members,

are in the nature of private enterprise. Public enterprise in large measure

is not guided by market demand, but by socially recognized human

needs. Purely economic considerations alone do not determine the satis-

faction of such needs. Providing for them under public enterprise

would, therefore, have to be financed to a certain extent out of taxes,

or at times by public borrowing if this should be found necessary to

maintain maximum socially useful employment.

3. Industrial democracy should be extended to all fields of produc-

tion by providing for the participation of organized labor with manage-
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ment in the development of production policies affecting the economic

welfare of labor and management alike. Labor and management should

view themselves as partners, each recognizing the ability of the other

to contribute to joint productive activity. At the same time, we should

guard against combinations of labor and management directed against

the consumer. Labor and management should work together for the

benefit of the whole community. This should be in the forefront of our

thinking about industrial relations.

4. The tax program, designed to finance the many-sided desirable

functions of government, whether federal, state or local, not financed

otherwise as, for example, on a service charge basis, should be so for-

mulated as to levy taxes on income in accordance with ability to pay.

The imposing of progressive tax rates should aim at equalizing the sac-

rifices made by individual taxpayers; moreover, recognized socially unde-

sirable monetary gains, whether in the form of excessive monopoly

profits, or otherwise, should be appropriated as far as practicable through

taxation for social benefits. Tax programs should be so designed as to

aid in achieving the more equitable distribution of income, without,

however, unduly restricting individual initiative designed to promote

productive efficiency. Due consideration should be given to the fact that

a progressive society needs venture capital, and that business enterprises

should be able to accumulate reasonable reserves out of earnings with

a view to aid in stabilizing economic activity.

5. The laborer is worthy of his reward. This humanitarian principle

should serve as a basis for the equitable distribution of incomes pro-

duced. However, the complexity of modern industrial techniques in

many branches of industry makes it difficult in practice to devise any

accurate measure of individual productive contribution. Yet it should

be given due consideration when drawing up wage agreements between

labor and managements by collective bargaining. Recognition should also

be given to non-financial incentives to effort, which are often more

powerful than pecuniary reward.

Minimum wages, as established by law, should be designed to pro-

vide workers with the basic requirements for decent living, in return

for honest productive effort. Full opportunity should also be afforded

all workers, whether through vocational training or otherwise, to im-

prove their economic status by increasing their serviceability to society.

6. The Social Security program should be extended to include all

workers as far as practicable within its coverage to assure them freedom
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from want and freedom from fear growing out of loss of income. The

financial costs of such a program should be covered by contributions

from workers and employers supplemented by public funds raised by

general taxation. The benefits should be related to both the contribution

and the level of earnings of the worker.

7. Abundant production of agricultural products will be necessary

to meet the needs of a suffering world. In this task American agriculture

can render a great service toward the establishment of a satisfying

peace. We, therefore, believe that reserves of staple and non-perishable

supplies should be maintained at the highest practical point to the end

that this service be rendered. Food and fibre can supply human wants

adequately only through efficient distribution. We believe, too, that agri-

cultural producers should receive their just and proportionate share of

the national income in order that agriculture shall not become impov-

erished but shall continually be able to render this service.

8. In order to maintain an expanding economy, continued scientific

inquiry and research should be encouraged by all possible means. Science

and invention will open up new opportunities for productive investment

of savings, thereby making for improvement of living standards. Unless

the rate of new investment in new homes, factories, highways, equip-

ment, and the like absorbs the voluntary savings of the community, un-

employment will result. To maintain economic stability and full employ-

ment, public enterprise should be expanded whenever private enterprise

is unable or fails to invest these savings. To prevent widespread unem-

ployment, public and private work programs should be planned in

detail in advance so that they may be put into effect promptly when
need arises.

Program for Post-War International Economic Reorganization

and Reconstruction

In reordering our own economic household after the war on a

sounder moral and ethical foundation, we should not lose sight of the

fact that our own well-being is intimately related to the welfare of the

rest of the world. Our own domestic policy must not contain any activi-

ties which prevent the attainment of the international program set forth

below. The brotherhood of man extends beyond national frontiers. It

encompasses mankind. If we would aid in building a free and generous

world on sound economic foundations we must seek to share the benefits
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of our own bounty with our fellowmen throughout the world. Not by

exploiting and impoverishing our neighbor but by strengthening him

economically will we in turn be able to reap enduring benefits for our-

selves. Our own powerful economic position furnishes us an unique

opportunity to resume constructive leadership in world economic re-

habilitation and reconstruction at the close of the war.

1. Transition Process. The spirit in which the short-run problems

of relief are undertaken after the armistice will set the tone for the whole

next generation. During this transition period the foundations can be

laid for a sound and healthy world order. Hunger, famine and human

misery will pervade the devastated areas. Without mutual assistance,

the nations of the world will find it difficult to re-open their industries,

restore their finances, re-employ their labor and establish social services.

We must assert the principle that relief and reconstruction should not be

discriminatory and retributive, but must apply the ideals of human

equality and the brotherhood of man. This should be done with the full

realization that it may involve a reduction of our standard of living.

Material aid for rehabilitation of devastated and war-torn countries

should be organized on a cooperative basis rather than upon methods

which cultivate continued dependence upon government aid or private

charity. The spirit of mutual aid, dominated by humanitarian considera-

tions, must be kept alive so that when the transition period is over and

the economic life of various nations has been revived, national frontiers

will have been opened once more for peaceful economic intercourse

among the nations of the world.

2. Long-run Period of World Economic Reorganization and

Reconstruction. A first step toward the re-establishing of healthy eco-

nomic relations among the nations of the world must be the progressive

removal of the many-sided restrictions on international trade, which have

grown up in the past. The Reciprocal Trade Agreements represent a step

in the right direction. However, the downward revision of trade barriers

alone is not enough. The many-sided economic and financial dislocations

growing out of the war have been so great in all countries that interna-

tional action is essential for a reordering of world economic relations.

A number of international organizations should be created by coop-

erative inter-governmental action to serve the essential purposes of direct-

ing international trade into mutually beneficial channels, and establishing

the basis for the creation of an international economic order. Among
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such international organizations, established by mutual consent, and

with appropriate representation of the people of all member nations, we

believe the following to be of primary importance:

a. An international monetary organization which would be charged

with devising and controlling a monetary standard, acceptable to all

countries as an international measure of value. Without an appropriate

mediiun of exchange, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to develop

economically sound international trade based on geographical division

of labor.

b. An international banking organization which would be devised

to guide and direct international capital movements. Private foreign

investments in the post-war world economy should be kept under rigor-

ous international guidance and control. They should be made for pro-

ductive purposes and not merely for pecuniary gain if we would avoid

the frictions that have contributed to war in the past.

c. An international transport organization seems most essential in

the light of war-time developments. The war is bringing about a revo-

lutionary change in world-wide methods of transportation. Air-carriers

of implements of destruction can readily be converted to the uses of

peaceful commerce. At the close of hostilities the belligerent nations will

own vast fleets of air cargo carriers, which because of differences in

operating costs, range and speed compared with sea-going carriers, will

profoundly affect industrial location of industries throughout the world.

The peaceful utilization of expanding international air transport prom-

ises to bring the families of nations ever closer together in their economic

ties and helps to make the world an ever stronger inter-dependent eco-

nomic unit.

d. The International Labor Office, which seeks to improve labor

standards throughout the world, should be strengthened and extended.

It should prevent goods produced under cruel, inhuman or retrogressive

conditions from entering international trade.

e. An international body should be established to study and make

recommendations concerning problems arising from pressure of popula-

tion on the means of subsistence in various parts of the world and to

offer constructive proposals for the removal of barriers to the migration

of peoples.
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f. Socially desirable economic associations should be encouraged to

cross national boundaries. For example, international cooperative asso-

ciations to promote cooperative international exchange should be further

developed, as they hold important possibilities for the future.

The several organizations here suggested for the regulation and guid-

ance of post-war international economic relations may form the nucleus

of a world order based on law by mutual consent. It suggests the need

for modifying many of the traditional sovereign rights heretofore claimed

by individual nation-states. The separate nations of the world should

recognize definite limitations to their rights of regulating economic

activities in their own interests to the detriment of other nations. The

voluntary surrender of such rights to international bodies would con-

tribute immeasurably to the creation of a family of nations.

In voluntary cooperative activity free peoples expressing their wills

through their governments at home and abroad may discover the basis

for the peaceful development of human relations and the answer to war.

Relief and Reconstruction

All of us are aware of forces of major social change which arc in-

herent in the present war period. Observers characterize this as a revo-

lutionary era. We should prefer the concept of an evolutionary period

opening up a larger vision of our relationship to one another.

Man’s inventive genius has conquered space. The airplane makes

once distant nations neighbors. Scientific advances have transformed

man’s physical world and given him new power. They have at the same

time added to the comfort and complexity of his living and have

heightened his bewilderment in relation to his fellowman.

If civil liberty is to be preserved, there must be a balance between

the freedom of the individual and control by the group. At present the

power of government is increasing. Some of this power may be for the

common good, and some is likely to produce regimentation that crushes

initiative. We need wisdom and courage to preserve civil liberty.

Friends have had some experience in relieving people caught in these

- processes of social change. This lays upon us the special responsibility to
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study and act intelligently upon such questions as the role of government

in economic life, a moral social economy, large scale neighborly coopera-

tion, Christian principles in a machine age, capital-labor-consumer

relations, methods of bearing a social testimony today, and the relevance

of Christian principles in a world-wide struggle.

Development of Attitudes

The war, as it wears on, presents conditions in which all human woes

exist, awaiting aid from sensitive religious groups. We find the task of

post-war relief and reconstruction is in two parts. The first is the task

of re-educating the mind and heart, for “out of the heart are the issues

of life.” We are challenged to do our part in the building of those atti-

tudes within ourselves which determine the quality of human relation-

ships. The second we expect will be a stupendous job of friendly action

in emergency relief, reconstruction, or essential restoration and long-

range building for the future.

We, as Friends, and all people are subject to ingrained habits and

varying prejudices, particularly regarding those who differ from us.

Hence, we are forced to examine our attitudes regarding those who live

at a distance, or have a skin of a different color, or seek God in a

different way. Specifically, many of us are stirred only by situations out-

side our own community, such as the tragedy of the Japanese evacuees

or the persecution of Jews on the continent. Our testing comes in the

contribution we choose to make in our own community, such as our

response in the face of discrimination against Negroes or the anti-

Semitic feelings of ourselves or our neighbors, or the situation of indus-

trial and agricultural migratory workers.

How can we help to build a durable social order except as we dis-

cover a working religion based on love.? Are natural resources the gift

of God to all mankind, or are they the exclusive property of those who
seize them? Is society subject to the laws of an ordered universe, where

cause and effect operate, where social institutions, as persons, reap what

they sow? Are the great institutions the agents of men, or are men the

servants or slaves of institutions? Are economic and political institutions

subject to moral law? Is it tenable to say today that sickness, suffering,

starvation and destruction on so wide a scale are results of our violation

of moral and natural laws? Our answers to such questions reveal the

quality of our attitudes.
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If Friends give only an intellectual assent to basic Christian attitudes,

instead of expressing them in daily practice, we will end with the frus-

tration of weak and scattered activities. We must avoid mere creaturely

activity and seek to practice the Love of God. For this each individual

needs an undivided mind and heart.

In the reconstruction of human attitudes, education is our best tool.

But formal, purposeless education will not suffice. Education for right

attitudes must begin in the home and in the school where parents and

teachers demonstrate a serenity of spirit and show respect for each indi-

vidual. The young child will learn to be open-minded if adults with him

try to find solutions to their common problems, based on what is best

for the individual as well as for the group. As the child’s horizon widens

he will see his relationship to an ever enlarging group. Adults today as

leaders, voters and workers also need a new type of education. Classes

for adults, cooperative community enterprises, work camps, service

seminars, peace caravans and other social experiments are already bearing

fruit in changed attitudes. Out of this work of mental reconstruction

may come a generation ready to seek new goals, new systems, and to

help our people with a life quest worth the struggle.

An examination of our basic attitudes and their role in our lives

shows that re-education is a prerequisite to peaceful reconstruction, for

these attitudes determine our behavior. The expression of love, brother-

hood, tolerance, understanding and compassion is lessening under the

ever increasing tensions of war. The quality of those attitudes deter-

mines the specific contribution that our Society can make. Thomas R-

Kelly gave us a clue to the attitude we desire when he said that in

meeting the needs of people we find that “Already He is there and we

actively move, in His tenderness, toward the sufferers.”

Human Needs in Relief and Reconstruction

Over vast areas of the world civilians pay the price of war in cold

and hunger and loneliness of spirit. While the war rages the relief which

can be brought to distressed peoples is totally inadequate to the need.

We can not condone the fact that governments use food as a political

weapon. We believe we must continue to find ways to extend help in

these tragic war years. Supplies are urgently needed and become a token,

an expression of a resolve to build a peaceful society. We look forward

to services in a post-war world which go beyond the palliative and which

in their scope are more nearly adequate to the need.
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The peoples of Asia have a new awareness of their racial heritage.

Coupled with their pride in race is a questioning of the motives and

prejudices of the white man. More than ever it is important that men

of goodwill maintain fellowship with their Eastern brothers.

The suffering and tragedy of the world situation can not be exag-^

gerated. Not only is there a grave lack of consumers’ goods, but there

has also been a collapse of the means of production of peace-time goods.

Shortage of consumers’ goods call for immediate relief measures of an

emergency character. Over the greater part of Europe rations of 1,000 t&

1,700 calories a day prevail. This is a starvation level, for even sedentary

workers need a minimum of 2,400 calories. Almost everywhere on the

continent the tragic effects of undernourishment are apparent in greater

incidence of disease, children with stunted bodies, general loss of weight

and in some places, death from hunger. Similarly, many Europeans are-

dying for want of ordinary medical care. An acute shortage of soap has

made it difficult to control the spread of disease. Clothing is another

acute lack. In Belgium alone it is estimated that 1,200,000 outfits of

clothing are needed immediately. War has brought, also, widespread

destruction of housing.

Disintegration of the means of production calls for more thorough-

going measures of reconstruction. Populations will have to be stabilized

at the end of the war if ordinary production is to be resumed. In

Germany alone there are over five million foreigners, either war workers

or prisoners, who will be anxious to go back home as soon as possible.

Industrial production has been profoundly disturbed by destruction of

factories, by conversion to war production and by Germany’s policy of

moving factories bodily into the Reich. Transportation has suffered like-

wise. Not only do sinkings of ships exceed construction at present, but

also continental transport has disintegrated. Most serious of all, how-

ever, is the decline of European agriculture. Livestock has been seriously

diminished on account of lack of fodder. Crop production has fallen

through lack of fertilizer, and of men, machinery and animals to till the

fields. The ordinary economic life must be restored if Europe is to>

become self-supporting and self-respecting.

But war has resulted not only in material privations. More serious, it

has filled men’s souls with bitterness, hate and fear. Society can never

be better than the people in it. Therefore, restoration of hope, love and

trust must be the aim of relief and reconstruction. With the spread of

war, many Friends find themselves living behind the curtain which
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blocks off communication. It is heartening to know, however, that little

groups of Friends are carrying on the ministry of love, and demonstrat-

ing the reality of their religious faith. They may well become the centers

of an essential service of reconciliation in the post-war years.

In considering post-war problems of Asia and Europe, possible needs

of the United States can not be overlooked. One of the most serious

aspects of our social life is the large numbers of uprooted people in our

country. Migrant workers labor in the fields but receive none of the

fruits of labor which one associates with home and community ties.

Sharecroppers exist in bare subsistence on the land they till. In our cities

war workers have come to represent another large group of uprooted

peoples living in shacks and trailer camps. We can not hope to build a

stable society when thousands of our fellow citizens exist year after year

in conditions comparable to those of war refugees overseas. In recent

years the conscience of the American people has been touched by this

unhappy situation, and some efforts are being made by public and private

agencies to break the bonds which shackle our fellow citizens.

Friends in their local communities have a responsibility to help

change this situation. We have been prone to regard these problems as

too large for the individual approach. To young Friends seeking oppor-

tunities for dedicated service we recommend the organization of study

programs and the careful perusal of the large bibliography of expert

material available on this subject. Our interest must go beyond study to

effective action. It is time we face this serious social ill with tender con-

science and explore ways of shaping our community life which will

restore our people to human dignity.

Principles of Post-War Service

There are no easily read blue prints for the tumultuous period which

lies ahead, but it is clear that the need is so great that public funds and

concerted governmental action must help meet it. It is to be hoped that

this governmental program will be carried on by an international admin-

istration, rather than by one nation. The United States can not provide

all of the supplies which will be needed in a post-war world. Its coop-

erative assistance is desirable, but its domination of relief administration

would be highly undesirable. Governments have found it possible to

cooperate for war; they should continue such collaboration for purposes

of world-healing. The principles of lease-lend might be applied in meet-
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ing the needs of post-war reconstruction. Furthermore, successful inter-

national collaboration in relief and reconstruction would be an important

step toward general inter-governmental cooperation.

Assistance should be given to nations and to individuals on the basis

of need, and with a recognition of the importance of passing as promptly

as possible from emergency relief to that constructive service which

enables individuals and nations to help themselves. In a real sense, relief

is only the first step in reconstruction.

We further recommend that international relief be continued only

so long as it is needed. We hope that international administrators will

prepare for this natural transfer of service by doing all they can to

strengthen national and community services in the countries in which

they are working.

The millions of refugees and migrant peoples constitute one of the

most serious problems of the post-war world. Forced migration is made

necessary mainly by intolerance and economic distress, aside from evacua-

tion of combat zones. With a solution of these problems, mass emigration

will be unnecessary. We believe that in the meantime inter-governmental

action is essential to help these people where they are. Private relief

committees can contribute techniques and experiences to the long range

solution, but have neither financial resources nor influence which are

adequate to the size of this problem. It is hoped that international agree-

ments of the pre-war years will be reaffirmed and extended in order to

give sanctuary to oppressed peoples; that migration to countries of the

New World will be made possible for those able to make a new start;

and that constructive and prompt assistance will be given to the very

large group for whom immediate resettlement is not possible. We believe

that the government of the United States should reassume its historic

leadership in these matters. Friends should give careful consideration to

their participation in this service in order to help preserve the dignity

of human personality.

International Service by Friends

From its beginnings the Society of Friends has been sensitive to the

spiritual and physical ills of man. This sensitiveness has expressed itself

not merely in helping the distressed but in seeking to root out injustice,

ignorance and exploitation. A sense of mission to peoples in need has
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sent Friends out to every continent and even to small islands. Yearly

Meetings, schools and hospitals have developed in these regions which

during the cataclysms of war are expressing Friends’ testimony in a prac-

tical way. Springing from the individual concerns of Friends, these

pioneering programs have enlisted the active support of like-minded

men and women. Through these mission services and the work of the

American Friends Service Committee, the Society of Friends has made

its testimony of peace.

The American Friends Service Committee, since its founding in 1917,

has been a channel by which people of goodwill have joined in this

service. The present work of the Committee in Europe is admittedly

inadequate. Over the greater part of occupied Europe, children are

starving and Friends feel the urgent necessity of exploring new ways to

bring them help. This is a vital concern which Friends share with other

religious people.

At present the Committee is carrying on a considerable relief pro-

gram only in unoccupied France where the program is maintained with

supplies purchased in Europe and North Africa. Food is distributed to

women and children, assistance is given to refugees thrust out from

occupied Europe by racial prejudice and political persecution; a few

modest experiments in village resettlement and self-help projects are

under way.

Fellowship with English Friends has been maintained in the varied

and important responsibilities which they have assumed for civilian relief

in England. There has been joint participation with them in the Friends

Ambulance Unit in West China.

In other countries Friends’ Mission Boards have well-established

centers of influence. These have provided invaluable bases for emergency

relief services. It would seem imperative that Friends maintain and

extend their present medical and transport service in areas where racial

difficulties are likely to become increasingly acute.

Such Mission and Service Committee outposts as those in Casablanca,

Lisbon and Santa Domingo in the Atlantic area, and in Palestine, China,

Africa and India have, through modest and practical assistance, helped

to restore to refugees a sense of human dignity and of the brotherhood

of man.
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Friends will need to use the knowledge and experience of the past

in their approach to the new post-war situations. They will undoubtedly

wish to preserve, too, that pioneering quality which is one of the valu-

able contributions they bring to social problems. It is a pioneering which

springs from the concern of the individual and a willingness to experi-

ment along new and untried paths.

If one assumes that the larger relief task will be inter-governmental,

what is the role of private organizations such as the American Friends

Service Committee? We believe that such groups can frequently under-

take tasks which an ofiEcial agency finds it more difficult to initiate; that

a private committee often enjoys a confidence and reputation in this

respect which is of significant importance; and that the private organiza-

tion with religious motivation may be in a position to provide able

personnel for its own program and for official services. It is this provi-

sion and training of dedicated personnel which is the distinctive con-

tribution of the private committee to international relief.

Friends must seriously consider the qualifications of effective relief

workers. The giver of relief as well as the receiver is the victim of a

situation which ought not to be. The relief worker should possess sensi-

tivity to the ills of others, an adaptability to new and unusual situations,

and a capacity to find fellowship with those with whom he works. He
expresses by attitude and deed more than by word his sense of the father-

hood of God and the brotherhood of man. Skills and training are of great

importance, but the individual’s inherent qualities of personality arc

determining.

There will be opportunity for relatively few to go abroad in direct

relief work. On the other hand, there will be many tasks that will need

doing outside the range of international relief by governments—^brave

experiments to enlist the pioneering talents of the imaginative. Leader-

ship will be needed in every organized phase of our cultural, religious

and social life if international contacts are to be re-established and if

the fabric of the world society is to be knit back together. However,

most young people will need to find their opportunities for service in

the building of a better world right where they live, and Meetings

should encourage their young people at home to offer suffering humanity

an experimental demonstration in the way of love. Whatever the tasks

and wherever the call comes. Friends still have the opportunity for dedi-

cated service.
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Race Relations, Minorities, and

Dependent Peoples

As Friends we approach the problem of race conflict by reafiflrming

our faith in the universal fatherhood of God and brotherhood of man.

We believe that one of the prerequisites of any lasting peace is a clear

recognition on the part of all people of the essential worth and dignity

of all other people, regardless of race, creed, nationality or class. We
are all subject to universal laws of human relations based on equality

and justice for all. If we violate these laws, individually or corporately,

retribution will follow. The problem of race in the world today is not

based on actual biological differences but is part of the larger problem

of the social attitudes of dominant groups. In an attempt on the part

of a dominant group to hold and to increase its power, physical dif-

ferences are seized upon to justify a status of superiority for some and

of inferiority for others.

The rights and liberties of racial and other minority groups in all

lands must be recognized and adequately guarded. In considering these

there are immediate questions arising out of the conduct of the war itself

and there are problems which will come with the post-war setdements.

There are tension situations within our own and other nations, and

unsatisfactory conditions which are international in scope. In their ex-

ternal aspects the problems connected with these are divergent and may

seem unrelated. Certainly they suggest no single, easy solution; but from

the broad viewpoint of human relationships they are all part of the

same problem.

The historic peace churches have a tremendous responsibility in

remaining true to their basic principles in thought and action in face

of the everchanging situations of today. As Friends we share this respon-

sibility. War conditions have sharpened issues and broken established

patterns, causing rapid changes. The fluidity of these conditions gives

an opportunity to bring closer conformity between democratic theory

and practice in some relationships. We cannot voluntarily support the

war effort, but we can act within the present framework to alleviate

existing evils while striving for the removal of their causes. Improvement

would increase trust and confidence, in the post-war period, between

nations and groups within nations. Therefore, those forces making for

mutual trust must be set in motion now during the war.
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Immediate Problems

Britain’s failure to satisfy India’s demand for freedom, the loss of

colonial empires in the Pacific, the inferior status of China in the coun-

cils of the United Nations, all are current surface manifestations of

problems rooted deep in traditional patterns of power, selfishness, and

coercion. Our protest against discrimination on the basis of race is a

reaffirmation of our continuing belief in the power of love, in sharing,

and in cooperation. The degree to which justice is given now may well

determine the possibility for obtaining a durable peace for all the

peoples of the world.

The Oriental exclusion legislation adopted by the United States in

1924, based on color discrimination, was an insult not only to Japan,

but to China, India and other countries, and was a contributory factor

in the growing antagonism of Japan toward the United States. Further

discrimination is shown in the evacuation of people of Japanese ancestry

from the West Coast. Concerning this the staff of the American Friends

Service Committee has spoken as follows:

“The forced mass evacuation of more than 100,000 Japanese from

the West Coast creates a special responsibility for us to help preserve the

ideal of brotherhood, and of political and religious freedom in our

country. These fellowmen, nearly all of whom have thought of them-

selves as members of our nation, and two-thirds of whom are American

citijcens, have been placed under a ban without accusation and with-

out trial. . , .

“The fault rests squarely upon us as a people who have permitted

prejudice, fear and hatred to flower into intolerance and violence, and

now in a war situation (the Government has felt forced) to arrange

this evacuation in direct violation of our heritage of social and

racial justice. . . .

“If one minority of our citizens, without trial and without proven

guilt, can be forcibly moved under pressure, any minority under dif-

ferent circumstances of inflamed public opinion runs the danger of

losing its democratic rights. . . .

“This action toward Japanese as a group intensifies the racial tensions

and unrest already present in this country, particularly among Negroes,

who wonder now whether the few rights they have won may not be
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taken from them, and who ask how much longer they are to be denied

their full share for opportunity in American life. This compulsory mass

evacuation adds one more tragic chapter to the sad history of racial

discrimination and intolerance, of anti-alien land laws, of discriminatory

exclusion acts, to the prejudices and misunderstandings and economic

exploitation, all of which had some part to play in the desperate plunge

of the Japanese military into w-ar against the United States. We should

not now by our deliberate action add fuel to the flames of Japanese

propaganda within Japan and throughout Asia and Africa against us

and the white man in general. We should not follow the evil Nazi policy

of forcing people from their homes because of race or origin.”

Negroes have been discriminated against continuously both by law

and by custom. The history of the American Negro is one of gross

exploitation, both economic and personal. Frequent acts of violence have

destroyed life and property and have created an ever-present fear in the

minds of Negroes. Because of color even those fortunate in education

and cultural background experience frustration on every side. In a

number of states separate education is either permissive or mandatory,

and is usually inferior. In all sections of the country the relative poverty

of the Negro prevents him in many iv stances from using the available

educational facilities to the limits of his ability. Through such devices

as the poll tax and the white primary, Negroes in some sections of our

country are prevented from voting. Throughout the nation many fields

of employment are closed to them. Since our entry into the war, employ-

ment of Negroes has shown some improvement in local areas, but this

improvement may be only temporary. Through reforms in the operation

of the Civil Service Act and through the Fair Employment Practise

Act some improvement in the treatment of Negroes has been made both

in government and in industry.

Anti-Semitism has been on the increase throughout the world. Before

condemning other countries we must recognize that in our own land in

fields of education, business, recreation and industry, Jews are often

excluded or admitted only on a quota basis.

One of the saddest pages in American history is the treatment of the

American Indian. Flis land was taken from him and he was made suc-

cessively an enemy, a ward and a dependent. Since 1924 our government

has handled the Indian situation with a greater measure of justice.

Nonetheless, widespread poverty and disease are mute evidence of a
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partial failure even yet to find an adequate solution. Where discrimina-

tory laws remain we must work for their removal and we must strive

to give the Indian opportunity for the attainment of full economic and

social maturity.

It is abundantly clear that Friends should be zealous in removing

discrimination and prejudice within our own Meetings, schools, busi-

nesses and other organizations. It is our belief that in a Christian society

there is no place for prejudice or discrimination because of race or other

minority status. We, therefore, recommend working with all minority

groups for the fullest realization of civil liberties, for the enlargement

of opportunities for education and employment, for the betterment of

conditions under which we all must live. We must not slacken our

efforts until the full fruits of democracy are placed within the reach of

every group in this country.

Post-War Problems

In planning for the post-war world the problem of race must be dealt

with from three angles. There is, first, the question of the relation of

nation to nation; second, the question of racial minorities within nations,

and, lastly, the question of the treatment of people in dependent areas.

The peace treaty, and whatever international agency shall then come

into being, should adopt a declaration of racial equality, guaranteeing

to each of the participating nations “equal and just treatment in every

respect, making no distinction either in law or in fact, on account of

their race or nationality.” This proposal by the Japanese delegates to

the Paris Peace Conference in 1919 was blocked by England and the

United States. Such a declaration, for example, while permitting re-

stricted immigration, would necessitate the repeal of Oriental exclusion

legislation by our government, and the modification of similar policies

on the part of other governments.

Adequate guarantees should be given by each of the participating

nations that just and equitable treatment will be accorded the members

of all minority racial groups within their borders. German laws dis-

criminating against persons of Jewish descent. South African laws op-

pressing the native peoples, and discriminatory laws within our own
country should be repealed. When national boundaries are so drawn as
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to include within a single jurisdiction peoples of different national and

racial backgrounds, as seems inevitable in so complex an area as eastern

and central Europe, some formula must be found whereby these minor-

ities can work and live together in understanding and harmony. The
events of the last decade show only too clearly the price of injustice in

the attempts to solve minority problems. It is, therefore, of paramount

importance that all such groups be given an opportunity to grow into

mutual understanding and sympathy with each other. Minorities, as well

as majorities, have an obligation to help create a dynamic and healthy

society.

Dependent Peoples and Strategic Areas

Guiding Principles

a. The welfare of the native people in dependent areas should be

the paramount interest of the international community whose first con-

cern must be to bring these peoples to a self-governing status within the

family of nations.

b. The trade and resources of these areas should be developed under

the principle of equality of opportunity without discrimination.

c. In developing the resources of backward areas, an international

trusteeship should secure the long-run interests of the native inhabitants

and protect resources against wasteful exploitation.

d. Dependent areas can no longer be regarded as primarily the con-

cern of individual nation states or of controlling powers. Consequently,

all non-self-governing peoples should be placed under some form of

international supervision and in some cases under direct international

administration until they are able to stand on their own feet.

e. In placing such territories under an international trusteeship, the

claims of the colonial powers, including the economic and financial

investments held by private individuals or corporations, should be fairly

adjusted giving adequate attention to the rights and welfare of the

native peoples.

f. Any schemes for development, land settlement or industrialization

by so-called advanced nations in these areas must be carefully controlled
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by international trustees in order to avoid injury to the rights of the

native peoples.

g. Because of their strategic location in relation to international trade

and transportation, certain areas—such as the Suez and Panama Canals,

Singapore, and Gibraltar—should be permanently demilitarized and

placed under international control as part of a plan of disarmament and

of general security.

Dependent peoples may be classified roughly into three groups, for

all of whom self-government is the ultimate goal:

a. Peoples almost ready for self-government for whom international

assistance would be provisional,

b. Peoples who might join contiguous self-governing states.

c. Varied groups of peoples who will require assistance in the form

of direct international administration or international supervision for a

considerable time.

• • * • •

As Edgar B. Castle said in the 1941 Swarthmore Lecture:

“The details of political and economic planning must remain largely

in the hands of those ‘in the trade’ but it is the duty of the community

of people who call themselves Christians to declare what the Christian

gospel requires from the planners and to demand without fear and with

unwearying persistence that men shall not be treated as instruments

but as ends.”

The members of this conference affirm their faith that this new

world can be. To its achievement we must gladly pledge our spirits, our

minds and our lives. To do otherwise would be to forsake our primary

task on earth—the realization of our vision of the Kingdom of God.
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Quaker Peace Testimony in War Time

The conference offers the following suggestions as means by which

Friends may extend their peace efforts both within and beyond their

membership:

I. Among Friends

Recognizing the need of further understanding and education on

the subject of Friends’ peace testimony:

(1) It is recommended that concerned members of local meetings

form a nucleus for fellowship, study and the teaching of the historic

testimony of the Society in their meeting.

(2) It is recommended that at appropriate times the quarterly

meeting chairman of the Peace and Service Committee call together the

monthly meeting chairmen of Peace and Service, or other similar com-

mittees, for study and consultation with regard to our peace testimony.

(3) It is recommended that concerned Friends be systematically

encouraged to travel in the peace ministry. Young Friends could be

useful in this ministry, particularly to Young Friends’ Fellowships.

(4) It is recommended that more adequate education on Quaker

history and testimonies be provided, especially in the Sunday Schools

and young people’s organizations.

(5) It is recommended that Friends recognize the need of physical

activity for their young people which would give expression both to

their desire to serve their fellowmen and to their peace testimony, on a

voluntary basis.

(6) It is recommended that Friends support with finances and by

participation the peace activities carried on in their communities by

the American Friends Service Committee, such as Institutes of Interna-

tional Relations, peace caravans, and peace seminars.

(7) It is recommended that immediate adult education be under-

taken in support of a genuinely Christian post war settlement.
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II. In the Community

(1) It is recommended that concerned Friends attend and take

advantage of opportunities offered to present the Quaker testimony in

gatherings of other religious bodies, and of other groups where there

are openings.

(2) It is recommended that Friends’ literature be distributed as

widely as possible through existing community channels, such as

churches, schools, libraries, clubs, newspapers.

(3) It is recommended that Friends provide an opportunity for

interested people to attend open meetings addressed by visiting Friends

on the peace testimony of our Society.

The Peace Section of the American Friends Service Committee is

willing to be of use in furthering these recommendations if requested

by individuals or meetings.
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